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Preface

Radiation phenomena of plasma waves have been paid much

attention in the fields of space plasmas and plasma physics.

Historically, their studies are considered to have started in

the 1950's in order to investigate space phenomena. In the

1960's, the investigations mainly on electromagnetic radiation

had been reported by many authors. In the 1970"s, studies on

the radiation properties in plasmas have made a great development

both experimentally and theoretically. Furthermore, some of

these studies have been made in relation to plasma heating for

controlled nuclear fusion.

Since it is considered proper time now to review them, it is

a great pleasure for the author to be able to report a review

paper on this radiation phenomena of plasma waves. Total

contents of this report are as follows;

"Radiation phenomena of plasma waves"

Part 1. Fundamental radiation theory

Part 2. Radiation from point sources

Part 3. Radiation from finite sources

In part 1, theoretical works will be reviewed and fundamental

theoretical results will be presented. In part 2, the

experiments on radiation from point sources will be reviewed

with simplified theoretical considerations. In part 3, the

experiments on radiation from finite sources will be presented

with the summarized theoretical results.
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1. Introduction

Radiation characteristics of plasma waves have been

investigated theoretically in the early stage, especially, in the

field of electromagnetic properties of anisotropic medium. Many

studies on radiation phenomena in the 1950's and the 1960 "s had

been made much efforts on the electromagnetic properties in cold

magnetoplasma. Most of them had been done theoretically and

few laboratory experiments had been reported. The electrostatic

properties and the thermal effects on radiation in plasmas have

been investigated mainly in the 1970's. In this introduction,

we will give a brief historical survey for theoretical works

of finding radiation fields from sources imbedded in plasmas.

Bunkin's work (1957) on radiation problems is very famous.

He had given a general solution to the problem of finding the

radiation fields produced by sources in an anistropic medium.

In an isotropic plasma, there have been many papers on

radiation phenomena. Hessel and Shmoys (1961) indicated the

excitation of t ectromagnetic and electron plasma waves by an

oscillating point current element using hydromagnetic theory.

Cohen (1961, 1962) investigated several effects on radiation in

an isotropic plasma, namely, the Cerenkov effect, equivalent

sources and metal boundaries. Kuehl (1963) derived the general

expression for the electromagnetic field due to an arbitrary

monochromatic current source in a warm isotropic plasma within

9the framework of hydrodynamic description. The general resutls

were specialized to the case of an electric dipole for transverse,

longitudinal electron and lingitudinal ion waves. Kuehl (1964)
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extended this problem to the general expressions using kinetic

theory. Summary of this kinetic theory will be presented in

Sect. 111-3. On the sane sort of problem, Chen (1964) obtained

the fields of both the electromagnetic and electron plasma modes

excited by a Hertzian and cylindrical dipole in an isotropic

plasma. Seshadri (1965) investigated also the radiation from

electromagnetic sources for the electromagnetic mode, the

electron plasma mode and the ion plasma mode. The problems of

radiation due to a short electric dipole, a uniformly moving

point charge and a filament with a triangular current distribu-

tion were analyzed.

Since the novel paper by Bunkin, the electromagnetic

radiation in magnetized plasma has been treated by many authors.

Kogelnik (1960) investigated electromagnetic radiation in a

cold magneto-ionic plasma. A formula was given for the power

radiated by any distribution of alternating current in terms

of the wave matrix. Lighthill (1960) studied magnetohydrodynamic

waves and other anisotropic motions and gave the asymptotic

behavior at large distances of waves generated by a source of

14finite or infinitesimal spatial extent. Kuehl (1962) has

modified Bunkin's results and investigated electromagnetic

radiation from an electric dipole in a cold anisotropic plasma.

He evaluated the far field expressions and found that the

rcidiation characteristics are highly directive for certain

ranges of plasma parameters. Arbel and Felsen (1963) investigated

in detail the radiation from sources in an anisotropic medium,

nemely, from general sources in a stratified medium and point
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sources in an infinite homogeneous medium. Wu (1963) studied

the radiation from elemental magnetic and electric dipoles in

a cold magnetoionic plasma. Motz (1965) also calculated the

electromagnetic radiation from a point magnetic dipole with

arbitrary orientation imbedded in a lossless cold magnetoionic

18plasma. Mittra and Duff (1965) have numerically calculated the

far zone electric field components of a point electric dipole

19(parallel to the magnetic field) for various plasma parameters.

Freire and Scarabucci (1967) considered small losses by

collisions for radiation from an electric dipole by following

Bunkin's formulation. Snyder and 1/eitzner (1968) have obtained

several far field expansions and a rear-zone expansion which

21is useful for discussing the power radiated by a dipole.

GiaRusso and Bergson (1970) presented far zone power patterns

(radial Poynting vector) by Kuehl's formulation for VLF

radiation from arbitrary oriented point magnetic and electric

22dipole sources in a two component slightly lossy magnetoplasma.

With the use of a point power integral formulation, Wang and

Bell (1972) made a study on the VLF/ELF radiation patterns of

arbitrarily oriented electric and magnetic dipoles in a cold

23

lossless multicomponent magnetoplasma. The radiation patterns

illustrated the fact that focusing effects arose from the

geometrical properties of refractive index surfaces.

In those electromagnetic studies in an anisotropic plasma/

the most interesting phenomenon was obtained in the analysis

by Kuehl (1962) for a point dipole in a cold anisotropic plasma.

Namely, he showed the existence of high frequency resonance
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cone where the fields become singular on a conical surface.

The nature of the singularity in the fields is such that it

yields an infinite amount of power flow from the dipole. This

was called the "infinity catastrophe", which was clearly solved

later by Singh and Gould (1971) with the use of a kinetic

treatment including electron thermal motions.

On the effects of electron thermal motions on radiation

characteristics, Deshamps and Kesler (1967) first treated a
24

short dipole. They derived a.formula for the radiation field

from an arbitrary exciters using fluid model. Chen (1969)

investigated also radiation characteristics of an electric

dipole in a warm anisotropic electron plasma and derived a

formula for the radiated power by means of the dyadic Green's

25function method. Tunaley and Grard (1969) investigated a

similar problem in the electrostatic approximation. They

noted that tha phase velocity was infinite on a high frequency

resonance cone in a uniaxial plasma. Singh and Gould (1971,

1973) reported important results on the effects of electron

temperature on the radiation fields of a short electric dipole

27 29in a uniaxial plasma.' They solved the infinity catastrophe

of the resonance cone by kinetic description of the plasma

medium including the electron thermal motions. For f < f ,

the dipole was shown to effectively launch slow and fast waves

inside the resonance cone. Inside the cone a characteristic

interference structure in the angular distribution of the fields

was noted. For f > f , the electron plasma mode (Landau mode)

was found to be trapped in some spatial region. These results
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originated from a warm effect of plasma and had not been

reported in the earlier papers based on cold plasma model.

In the history of the radiation phenomena. Fisher and

Gould (1971) made an epoch-making observation of the high

28frequency resonance cone. Since this important experimental

veriffication, radiation theories on the resonance cone have

been presented by many authors. Kuehi (1973) investigated

the interference structure near the resonance cone of an

oscillating point charge in a warm magnetized plasma using the

quasistatic approximation. The potential patterns of the

coupled resonance cone and electron Bernstein wav<=s were also

calculated. Furthermore, Kuehl (1974) investigated the electric

field and potential close to the resonance cone of an oscillating

point charge and dipole in a warm magnetized plasma. The potential

of the point charge has a maximum closest to the cold plasma

resonance cone and has the largest interference structure.

Chasseriaux (1974, 1975) also studied the potential created by

an alternating dipole and the resonance cone potential created

32 33by an alternating point charge in a warm magnetoplasma.'

Subsequently, Simonutti (1976) showed that the linear transient

response of a cold anisotropic plasma to a point source under

impulse excitation displays a frequency spectrum which has

maxima at two frequencies determined by the resonance condition

34and at the upper hybrid frequency. Belan (1977) investigated

plasma ringing associated with pulsed resonance cones. In a

warm magnetized bounded slab plasma, Grabbe (1977) investigated

resonance cones in detail.
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Resonance cones near *.*>e lower hybrid frequency have been

investigated by many authors with relation to lower hybrid

heating of plasmas. Stix (1965) reported radiation and absorp-

tion via mode conversion in an inhomogeneous plasma. Briggs

and Parker (1972) investigated transport of rf-energy to the

38lower hybrid resonance in an inhomogeneous plasma. Belan and

Porkolab (1974) clarified the propagation and the mode conversion

of lower hybrid waves generated by a finite source in an

39inhomogeneous plasma. The conversion of the electrostatic

cold plasma waves into the propagating hot plasma waves at the

lower hybrid layer was calculated, Kuehl and Ko (1975) also

studied the excitation and the linear mode conversion of lower

40hybrid resonance cones in an inhomogeneous plasma. Furthermore,

Kuehl (1976) considered nonlinear ponderomotive force effects

41on mode-converted lower hybrid waves. In bounded inhomogeneous

plasma, Colestock and Getty (1976) studied the excitation and

42the propagation of lower hybrid waves. Further investigations

have been continued actively. In addition to these studies,

Ohnuma et al (1977) investigated electrostatic waves (lower

hybria and ion waves) near the lower hybrid frequency in a

warm magnetized plasma and found that the lower hybrid wave

becomes the ion wave at the presence of weak collisions.

For frequencies below the ion cyclotron frequency,

Kuehl (1974) showed that the potential of an oscillating point

charge in a magnetized plasma contained a low frequency
44

resonance cone due to the electrostatic ion wave. Burrell

(1975) investigated the low frequency resonance cone structure

in a warm anisotropic plasma by an asymptotic analysis of the
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45electrostatic Green function. The interference structure

associated with the cone was shown to be quite sensitive to

the ion temperature. This fundamental low frequency resonance

cone was confirmed experimentally by Ohnuma et al (1976, 1977X '

47
and Belan (1976). In addition to the experimental confirmation,

they described the relation of the resonance cone to the wave

fronts of the radiated wave. Furthermore Ohnuma et al

48investigated the ray velocity surface.

II. Fundamentals for waves

In this section, fundamental concepts of propagating waves

are presented, which are important especially in an anisotropic

plasma.

II-l. Phase, group and ray velocities

Definitions for the various velocities are as follows;

Phase velocity \V = -£- = -£- k = (£) itn+(p)k4, (1)

3(0 3<o * , 3d) «• 3d) "
group velocity V g = w = ^- x + ^-y + g ^

x y z

ray velocity V r = 3 ^ - | 6 (3)

*.=, « 1 <2k _ 1 dn ...
fcanB = " k d j " " n dT ' (4)

a s e - $ ,

where n(<}i) = ck(<j>)/o> is the refractive index and 9 indicates

the unit vectov in the direction of the group velocity. The
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magnitudes of these velocities are given by

The relation between the angles e , <£> , o is indicated in Fig.l.

These phase, group and ray velv/- ities are explained as follow:

A. Phase velocity

An infinite train of waves propagates v;ith the phase

velocity \V perpendicular to the wave fronts. The direction

of NS7 defines the direction of the wave normal.

B. Group velocity

The velocity of the envelope of a short train of waves

is given by the group velocity V and the direction of the

group velocity coincides with the ray direction. The velocity

V is the velocity of energy propagation at least v/hen the

medium is non-dissipative. When one considers a wave packet

!E( or, t)= \ |E(|k)ei{ k ' '*-»

with Ik = |k0 ± A |k ,

then the group velocity is given by the condition

3^< Ik- |r -«( |k)t) = ,r - |2j- t = 0 at ,k = |k0.

namely,

,v = J£ = JUS- .v g t 3 Ik
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The phase and group velocities on the diagram of a dispersion

curve are indicated in Fig.2.

C. Ray velocity

The ray velocity \V is the phase velocity in the direction

of the group velocity. The magnitude of the ray velocity is

the speed at which wave fronts travel along the direction of the

group velocity. If a monochromatic point source radiates

continuously in all directions, the wave fornts spread out

radially from the source with the ray velocity. Note that \V

is not in general normal to the wave fronts, while \V is

normal to the wave fronts. The relation of the ray velocity

to the phase velocity is shown in Fig.3. From this figure

V = fA = f A cosa = V cosa ,

V = — — Vr cosa p

This relation is the same one as Eg.7. If a point source was

switched on and thereafter radiates continuously, the initial

disturbance propagates radially with the group velocity W .

The wave fronts move out radially with the ray velocity inside

the signal front. Let us define the angle a between the

directions of the phase and group vslocities. In an anisotropic

plasma the direction of the group velocity is in general

different from the direction of the phase velocity. The

difference angle a. is given by Eq.4. Several interesting

phenomena in an anisotropic plasma appear from the difference

of the directions of-these velocities.
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Here we consider Eqs.1-7 in more detail. Eqs.(4) and (6)

can be derived from the definition of the group velocity as

follows;

tan o - tan (9-,) = I §J/§J = - £ ff , (9)

1 dk ...
t a n a ~ - k d* ' ( 4 )

where we have used the relation 6w = {3io/3<J>)6u> + (3u>/3k)6k = 0.

The magnitude of the group velocity is

v g = |vg| - </(£>» + (i|f)2

1 3d)
cosa 3k

xg 3 raiu

g cosa 3k * lo'

Let us consider the dispersion relation

D(u), jk) = 0 , (11)

then we find

^— 6(0 + ff-r- '6 !k = 0 ,

(12)

<Tkx cHio ~ k" 3k n^ 3(j '
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Because of

we obtain

Moreover,

\V =
g

vg..

k±

= -

= -

3d)

w~

3D
3kn

+

'IS
-3D

k — = k V + k Vk " 9k,, * qx " g

(13)

. . gj. 3D -3D

tan 8 = vj~ " a^/skT

Hence

V =
9

(15)

Froiu Eq.15, one can obtain the magnitude of the group velocity

and the direction of the group velocity. The phase velocity

V (<()) can be obtained fr.on Eq.5 after calculating k(4>) from the

dispersion relation D(w, |k) = 0 for a given propagation angle <j>.

From these angle 9 and <j> through the relation a = 9 - <J> ,

one can obtain the ray velocity from Eq.7 and Eq.5.

II-2. Phase velocity surface, group velocity surface, ray velocity

surface and refractive index surface

A. Phase velocity surface

. The phase velocity surface is sometimes called "wave

normal surface". The normalized "phase velocity surface" is a

plot of V /c against <f> in polar coordinates. The normalization

of the phase velocity is sometimes useful when one uses the
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characteristic velocity instead of the light velocity c. This

kind of normalization will also be useful for other velocity

surfaces. The shape of this phase velocity surface should not

be confused with the shape of a wave-front.

B. Group velocity surface

The normalized "group velocity surface" is a plot of V /c

as a function of 6 in polar coordinates. The shape is the same

as the shape of a signal front originating from a point source.

C. Ray velocity surface

The normalized "ray velocity surface" is a plot of V^/c

against 9 in polar coordinates and is sometimes called "ray

surface" for simplicity. Its shape is the shape of a wave front

originating from a point source. In relation to Huygens

construction, the secondary wavelets will have the shape of the

ray surface. The normal to the surface is the direction of the

phase velocity. This fact is graphically indicated in Fig.4

with the other surfaces.

D. Refractive index surface

The "refractive index surface" is a polar plot of n=ck/(D

against (J). If one draws a line from the origin to intersect

the refractive index surface, the normal to the surface at the

point of intersection is the direction of the group velocity.

The relation of typical refractive index surface to ray and wave

normal surfaces is indicated in Fig.4. The relation of the

group velocity \V and the refractive index surface is shown

in more detail in Fig.5. The direction of the wave normal |k

makes an angle a with the normal to the refractive index surface.
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From this figure, one can easily see the relation tana =-<5n/6<f>

which is indicated in Eq.4.

III. Fundamental radiation theory in isctropic plasmas

III-l. Radiation theory for electron plasma waves

Fundamental equations for electron plasma waves in a fluid

model are given by

3ne + V ^ = °

3t " me
 Ce nQ

V |E = - «

where P_-,/en is included as an external source term and
6X U

C 2 = 3v 2/2. These equations are the continuity and momentum
6 6

equations for the electrons and the Poisson equation. From

these equations, one can obtain the following equation

V 2 n - 4 e £e n _ 0 ex m (17)

For a time dependence exp(-iwt), this equation becomes

n.e
V2ne + k

2ne = 5_
me Ce 2 °

(18)
k2 = (u2 - (D2 )/C2 .

This is an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation. The solution is

given by
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en e- i w t , p eik| r- r'
n ( tr) = 2 :

 e x ( r '
m C 2 e

, p ei

V (19)

where the primed coordinate refers to the source. By solving

this equation for an arbitrary charge distribution, one can

obtain the spatial distribution of the electron density

perturbation n . For a point source, for example, n becomes

en. ikR-iwt

n (R) = ° _ § _ , (20)
e n 2 R

where R is the distance from the point source to an observation

point. This equation means a spherical electron plasma wave

radiated from the point source. For other charge distributions,

the approximate fields will be presented in Part 3 "Radiation

from finite sources".

III-2. Radiation theory for ion plasma waves

Fundamental equations for the ion plasma waves are given by

^-if -
0 = - e |E -

7- IE = e{n± - n e ) / e 0 + P e x /e-o

For an electrostatic approximation of E=-V<J> and a time dependence

of exp(-iojt), one obtains the following Helmholtz equation as
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a wave equation;

p e " i w t

(22)

The similar solution to the case of electron plasma waves i s

obtained as follows

<|><|r) = -2-S —52 dV (23)

where the primed coordinate refers to the source. For a point

source, for example, the oscillating potential becomes

2 ikR-i(ot
<)i(R) = — . (24)

4ireo (w2Di -<D 2)R

This means a spherical ion plasma wave with the geometrical

damping factor of 1/R.

Ill-3. General radiation theory in an isotropic plasma

Kuehl derived general radiation fields of electromagnetic

and electrostatic waves which are radiated from an arbitrary

current source. Fundamental equations for kinetic model are

the Vlasov equation and Maxwell equations

-iwf +V-Vrf
 + - j j p I E ' v

v
f

0 = 0 , (25)
e

VxVxE - o)2y0e0 jE = iu>po(,[r + SQX) , (26)

- e f \v 6. \v
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where time dependence has been assumed as exp{-i(ot). The

Fourier transform with respect to cr yields

iwf(lk) + ilk- \vf(|k) - jjp|E((k)Vvf = 0 ,

jkx |kx E(lk) + <D2y0eoE( Ik) = iupoe[ f( flc)yd3v - iwp 0 J e x ( fl1

(27)

where |k i s the Fourier-transform variable and f( Ik), |E(|k) and

ff ( Ik) are the transformed d is t r ibu t ion function, e l e c t r i c

f ie ld and external current density, respect ively. The Fourier-

transform f( Ik) of a. function f ( | r ) i s defined by

f(ik) = J f ( ir)exp(-i Ik- ir) d ir . (28)

From (26) and (27), one obtains

lkxikx|E( Ik) + — iE( ik)
c2

""ne IE( Ik)- (Vvf 0) 4vd xV
= - =— iwnpJ „( Ik) ,

n o c 2 J (to - ik-\v) e x

(29)

where c2=(yO£o)~ • Using the re la t ion 7 fo=(vv/v)3f /3v ,

t h i s re la t ion turns out to be

c2 noc2

= -itowo •S'̂ f̂ Ik) . (30)
ex

By applying an inverse Fourier-transform, one can derive a formula of )E ( t

as follows

IE (ir) = — i — I E( lk)exp(i Dc- ir) d |k , (31)
(2ir)3 i
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BO - ip0o)[
k * fc K - c * fc l'J-vf Ik) ' (32)

^ v 2 k2D. e x

e 1

D. = 1 ES_ z. { « ,
1 k2V 2 k Ve

6

D. = l S E§_ 2 ( « > .
* k2c2 k3c2Ve

 k Ve

where the Z function is the usual plasma dispersion function.

This equation yield the general expression of the electric

field IE { or) which is radiated from a given axternal current

J ( ik). Both the electromagnetic component (D. ) and the
6X t

electrostatic component (D,) are included.

For a point dipole of p=p§, we find the approximate

electric field

or) = Et( ar) + E1( r) , (33)

ikt-iut ik
( ir) = —-ES • [2(- -gt + ^-)cos6 f

4ireo(l - w
2/(o2)R R

ik

t
- (k 2 + - ^ - — ) sine 9 ] ,

t R 2

iEi ( r ) = - ^
4Tre o ( l -o>2 A>2)R

_ ik
- —)cos6 r - ( 5±- + -i-)sin6 6J.

R2 R R2

IV. Electromagnetic radiation from an electric dipole in a

cold anisotropic plasma

By investigating electromagnetic radiation in a cold

anisotropic plasma, Kuehl found an important behavior that

- 19 -



the fields radiated from a source become very large in certain

directions for some ranges of plasma parameters. The fact is

the so-called high frequency resonance cone. In the following,

his theoretical results are presented, where the dyadic Green

function is used for a derivation of the electromagnetic field

of an electric dipole in plasma. The electric field E satisfies

the following equation from the Maxwell equations

VxVx E - a>2Uo K" E = ia>ii0 <"_,, t (34)

where 3 is the external current density, IK is the dielectric
ex

tensor which will be given later in Eq.55. Because of the

linearity of Eq.34, the general solution may be expressed as

|E( ir) = | _ |r( or, r1) JJ ( r')dV , (35)

where |r ( a:, r1) is the dyadic Green function and the integration

is performed over the volume containing the source currents.

From (34) and (35), one obtains

[ [VxVx IT( or, or1) - t)2Uo K- |T ( or, or')

- ia>u0U<5( r - p')]- S( r')dV' = 0 , (36)

where 6( ir - ir1) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta function

and ID is the unit dyadic. By making the quantity in brackets

zero, we find

( -V2 !U + VV - w 2p 0 IK)' !T( r, <r')

= iwuo |U6( ir - ir1). (37)

Fourier transform with respect to ir is carried out to yield
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(k2 V - k Jc - u2y0 K)- F( Jc" nr1) = io>u0 U e'1 k'^' ,

(38)

where !T( Be, r') is the transform of IT ( nr, or1)- Performing

the inverse transform, we get

A e 1 K { r r 'd ik ,
J

|T( c, r1) = A e 1 K { r r 'd ik , (39)

(2TT)3 J

where A is the inverse dyadic and A ( k) = k2 (U - (k k-u2y0 K-

The field from an electric dipole at the origin can be found from

the dyadic Green function thiough the relation

E( ir) = - i<o T( X, 0) • p (40)

where p is the dipole moment. Using the above formula, the

electric field E, the magnetic field H and the time-averaging

Poynting vector S=Re( Ex H*)/2 are calculated as in the following.

For a x-directed dipole,

k2p „ .. . K,,cosecos<|> e e S k R

IE S [ l + ^ 1 * ! 1 * |
4ire0R Kj.(cos2e+ —sin 26) '

(41)

S = r

K,,cose cos<j. % e
it('2kR

^
K,(cos2e+ jr- sin29)

k" Px2 K^ V 2
s 2 (_) /

] , (42)

= (K4/e,)

2R2 •"" Kx
2(cos26+ ^-sin26)

(43)

1/2

K.,
= [—(cos26 + — sin26)]
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For a dipole in the z direction,

-k 2p z K,,sine S
E = = jjz, (44)

KJ-(cos
2e+ ^-sin26) •'

(cos29 + 5". sirffc)'2

k^p K,,sin9
H = - jj , (45)

4TTE0R(KiUo) (cos 2 9+—sin 2 9)
*x

q - ; k"p2, K.2

(46)

In both cases, the time-averaged Poynting vector is radial. Typical

radial Poynting vectors in polar coordinates are shown in

Figs.6 and 7.

V. Quasi-static radiation from a point source in anisotropic

plasmas

Kuehl derived a fundamental formula for quasi-static

radiation from an oscillating point source in a warm anisotropic

plasma. This formula includes the near field of electromagnetic

modes and the field of electrostatic modes, which are radiated

from the source. Although the original paper used only an

electron plasma, we here present it in a generalized form where

the electron and ion components are considered, and some examples

of its application.

V-l. General formula for quasi-static radiation field

The following Vlasov and Poisson equations for two
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component (electrons and ions) plasma are used as the fundamental

equations

3f. q.
-̂-L + w-V f. + -i( E + \vx B)-V f. = 0 , (47)
9t v 3 m. v 3

j=e, i

V E = e'n. - n )/e0 + p_v ( r)/e0 , (48)

where p ( r) is the cahrge distribution, and we have assumed
6X

the quasi-static approximation, E = - V<f>. From these equations,

the Fourier-transformed potential is obtained easily as

P eJ k)
<t( Ik) = — — , D(k±

2, k,,)5 k- K- k (49)

e0 k- K- k

where IK is the tensor dielectric constant. The expression of

D(kA
2, k,,) is given by

Dfkj.2, k,,) = k2 + E k2 fl + e"Aj I In(X.)a .Z(A .)]
j D3 n=co 3 °J n^

(50)

P j E

an j E (u - nu e j )A B v j F V^ i

n e

where In (A) is the modified Bessel function and Z(a) the plasma

dispersion function. The potential <j> (or) is given by the nverse

Fourier transform of Eq.(49) as
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iut . p < (k) e x fc*

- ^
7r)3e0

 J DCkj.2, k n)

-iut
( r) = - ^ d ik, (51)

3 J(27r

For the potential of an oscillating point charge located at the

origin, we find

Pov( r) = 6 ( r ) , so that p (£t)=l, (52)
ex ex

In the cylindrical coordinates ( p, ij>, z) , the potential can be

written as

iwt f i k
 Jo (k P)

dk,,eXK"z d^k^
° (2

-iwt

F) = ~ I **« .
D(kx

2, kj
(1) (53)

a-iut r i k f H0
U'{kAp)

D(kx
2, k,,)

where we have used ik- a: = (kxcos4>, kxsin<j), kn)*(pcos$, psint|j, z)

= kxpcos (4I-\JJ) + k,,z, d lk=kidkid.k,,dij) and exp(ikxpcos ($-<!>
' o

=2TTJ0(k^p). After carrying out the integration over kx, we

finally obtain the following expression of the potential

I ' * fir- fir I I

f ikZ dkre
lk"

=l J
'< r) = ±li^- I I d k , e — n, ,, , , (54)

where DfkXm, k,,)=0 for ^ k̂ ,̂ > 0 ,

DV

V-2. Radiation field in electron plasms- High frequency

resonance cone -

V-2-1. Radiation in a cold electron plasma
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For a cold electron plasma, the tensor dielectric constant

K is given by

K = Eo

Kx

" i Kh

0

= 1 -

iKh 0

Kx 0

0 K,

K,,=l -

(55)

Kh =
pe

w (u)2 -u
ce

Then,

D(k x
2, k,,) = Ik- K- Ik

— kA KA + kn K,, (56)

One can obtain the following solution for the potential field:

<j>c( x) = *C(P , z)

-iiot

1 / 2 1 / 2
(57)

(K^K,,) ' (p2/Kx+z
2/KI1)'

This equation has a singularity along the cone defined by the

zero of the denomenator,

K,,sin2e + Kicc.3
2e = 0

6 = tan p/z.

(58)

This cone angle is called the "high frequency resonance cone",

for simplicity, the resonance cone. The cone exists for K,,-Ki<0

only in the frequency regions, namely, in Min. (u> ,o> ) > <i> > 0

(lower branch) and
°uh = (a>pe + a )ce ) >Max- (to ,u )

pe ce
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(upper branch). The lower branch is called the whistler resonance

cone and the upper branch is the Z-mode resonance cone. The

resonance cone angle is expressed in another form;

ID2 (̂ fl + WJL -X02)

s i n 2 e = ES-j-SS . (59)

u
Pe " ce

This cone angle is shown in Fig.8 for typical plasma parameters.

In order to clarify the relation of the resonance cone angle to

the potential field, the typical potential surface for both cases

of K,,KX < 0 and K,,KX > 0 is indicated in Fig.9. For K,,^ < 0 ,

the potential field is shown to be directed in certain directions

in which the resonance cone exists. For K,,KX > 0, the resonance

cone does not exist and the potential field is directed in all

directions. The resonance cone exists for the case of localized

field.

V-2-2. Radiation in a warm electron plasma

The effects of the electron thermal motions have been studied

27
clearly by Singh and Gould.

When one uses the asymptotic expansion of the Hankel

function with the large argument for the far field and the saddle

point method, the equation (54) in V-l can be written as

e-i»t i e ( -

D-(ki|m)(sine|Q"(klim,e)|)
I/2

(60)
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where

„, 6)=ka(kn)sin6 + kncos8

, dQ d k*
'=—— = sine + cose

sine , n = {
_ d2Q _

dkf, dk*

1 Q"<0

0 Q">0

This relation is also expressed using kx=ksin<f> and k,,=kcos(}> as

follows (see. Part 2);

= sin£ 1/2
t 2neorLR ^ sine'

i k 2 e ( - D ^ e-iRQ(k,6)
(61)

Q ( k , 6 ) = k c o s ( e - ( f > ) , k 5 k , D ' 5 | £
Hi (IK

Q »

d<j>2

Singh and Gould investigated the effects of the electron

thermal motions in a uniaxial plasma (u ->•»), in which the

dielectric tensor is given by

K = e0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

K

1 -
pe

w{u>+iv ) -sn

k,,2V2 k"'Ve

(62)
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The polar plots of the phase velocity and group velocity are

indicated in Figs. 10 and 11 for both cases of u < u» and
pe

a) > a> . The bottom ficmre in Fig. 10 is the extended one of thepe

upper figure around the original point. For u < w the group
pe

velocity is double valued for 9 < 9 . The double value of the

group velocity arises from the fact that two phase velocities

(a slow thermal mode and a fast electromagnetic mode) pointing

usually in different directions can have the same direction. For

a) > JJ , the new cone which does not exist in a cold electron

plasma appears, which results from an electron plasma mode,

namely, the Landau mode.

V-3." Radiation field in two component (electron and ion) plasmas

- Low frequency resonance cone -

V-3-1. Radiation in a cold plasma

When one considers cold electrons and ions, K± and K,, in

Eg. (55) for the electron plasma should be modified as

K. = 1
a)2.
pi

" ~ "' • "** (63)

K,, = 1 -
(1) U) .

_E§. Ei

In this case, the resonance cone angle satisfies the same

formula as that of the electron plasma,

Kisin
£6 + K,,cosze = 0 . (64)

The frequency range of the lower branch becomes Min. (a> »u> )>us>ta .

(the lower hybrid frequency). There exists a lower limit at the

lower hybrid frequency for the resonance cone which belongs
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essentially to the high frequency resonance cone.

V-3-2. Radiation in a warm plasma

There exists an electrostatic ion cyclotron wave and an ion

wave near the ion cyclotron frequency. With respect to these

modes, the new resonance cone which is to be called the "low

frequency resonance cone will appear". The term D(kx
2, k,,)= k- K*

for these modes in a fluid model is given by

2 V 1 -

A , k.) -

where k2 is the Debye wave number and indicates the effect ofDe

the electron thermal motions. Including this term, the potential

radiated from an oscillating point source is obtained for the

frequency, range to < o> . as

$(R,8) = YJI • (66)
4ireo(-Kn) ' Kx ,z2 _ p2. 1/2

-K,, K±'

for 0 < p2/Kx<zV(-K,,) ,

*(R,6) = V75 — — ±- (67)
4nieo(-KM)

 7 Kj. /Zl + £i, l/2
lKn K±'

for 0 < z2/(-Kn) < P2/Kj. -

For the frequency range u > u . , we get

*(R,6) = the same equation as (66). (68)
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In equations (66) - (68), we substitute for K,, and Kx the

following expressions

to2i
j&. || ~~ A, *~ o /

(69)

X u2 - (o2.

CI

It should be noted that these definitions are different from

those of Eq. (55). For the case of u < to . , the potential

becomes singular at p2/K± + z
2/K,, = 0, namely, at

ui2 (w2 . + a)2 . -u2)
sin2 6 = El £± . (70)

c u2. u2.
pi ci

This angle corresponds to the "low frequency resonance cone".

The expression has a similar form to that of the high frequency

resonance cone in Eq.(59) except the subscripts showing the

particle species. The theoretical cone curve in Fig.8 is therefore

used for the low frequency resonance cone by changing w -» w .
c ci

w -*•<!).. Ncte that this low frequency resonance cone is obtained

for to2 << u2 .. The typical equi-potential surfaces of those

low frequency waves; radiated from a point source are shown in

Fig.12. These are very similar to those of the high frequency

resonance cone. The high and low frequency resonance cones are

thought to be fundamental and important phenomena in anisotropic

plasmas.
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M , IK

Fig.l. Relation of group ( V ) and ray ( V ) velocities to the

wave normal ( Oc) .

uJ

Fig. 2. Phase (V ) and group (V ) velocities in a dispersion curve

WAVE FRONTS K.Vp

Fig.3. Relation of wavelength X in the direction of the phase

velocity to a wavelength A (ray wavelength) -"n the

direction of the group velocity.



Fig.4. Wave normal (phase velocity) surface, ray velocity surface

and refractive index surface.

Fig.5. Group velocity \V normal to the refractive index surface

n(<£), tana =-5n/ n<S((i.



Fig.6. Average Poynting vector of an electromagnetic wave

radiated from a point dipole directed along the magnetic

field (z). a) /to is a parameter (after Ref.15)



Fig.7. Average Poynting vector of an electromagnetic wave radiated

from a point dipole directed perpendicular to the magnetic

field (x) (after Ref.15)



0 30° Q 60° 90"

Fig. 8. Resonance cone angle 8 versus

Values of up/
u
c-

(d) K,;Kj<0

t*le various

Fig. 9. Typical wave fronts radiated from a point source for the

two cases of KXK,, < 0. Relation of the resonance cone

to the wavelength is shown.
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Fig.10. Electromagnetic phase (V ) and group R7 ) velocity

surfaces for u < u including the effects of electron

thermal motions. Bottom figure is the extended figure of

the upper figure (after Ref.27)
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Fig.11. Phase (V ) and group (V ) velocity surfaces of electron

plasma mode for u > <u (after Ref.27)



Fig.12. Typical wave fronts of electrostatic low frequency waves

radiated from a point source for low frequency resonance

cone (after Ref.4,47,48)


